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Abstract. This paper presents a novel 3D object detection framework
that processes LiDAR data directly on a representation of the sensor’s
native range images. When operating in the range image view, one faces
learning challenges, including occlusion and considerable scale variation,
limiting the obtainable accuracy. To address these challenges, a range-
conditioned dilated block (RCD) is proposed to dynamically adjust a
continuous dilation rate as a function of the measured range, achieving
scale invariance. Furthermore, soft range gating helps mitigate the effect
of occlusion. An end-to-end trained box-refinement network brings addi-
tional performance improvements in occluded areas, and produces more
accurate bounding box predictions. On the challenging Waymo Open
Dataset [32], our improved range-based detector outperforms state of
the art at long range detection. Our framework is superior to prior mul-
tiview, voxel-based methods over all ranges, setting a new baseline for
range-based 3D detection on this large scale public dataset.
Keywords: Object Detection, 3D, Range Image, Autonomous Driving.
1 Introduction
Recently, catalyzed by the application towards autonomous driving, 3D object
detection from pointcloud data has gained significant relevance to the broader
field of computer vision. There are many different meta-architectures for address-
ing 3D object detection. Firstly, voxelization methods [9,33,43] typically bin
sparse Cartesian coordinates into discrete voxels and later process them with
subsequent 3D convolutions. While such approaches perform well in practice,
they are impeded by the memory and computational demands of 3D convolu-
tions in large scenes. A related meta-architecture is projecting the sparse points
into a birds-eye view (BEV) [6,17] in order to reduce the scene back to a 2D
space while maintaining scale invariance at the price of lost information through
quantization. Other meta architectures are built upon the PointNet framework
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Fig. 1. Top: A reference RGB image of a scene with object detections. Bottom: Our
proposed RCD layer dynamically adjusts the receptive field using the measured range
to the object. Here a basic 3× 3 kernel is used for illustration. The RGB image is only
for illustration purposes.
[23,24] but share similar issues around point sparsity and often require inefficient
custom operations for defining point neighborhoods.
This paper focuses on an a lesser explored alternative (in the context of
3D detection) that exploits the intrinsic 2.5D manifold structure [1,36] of raw
3D point data in its native spherical coordinate form for efficient and direct
3D object detection. This range image representation is characterised as 3D
Cartesian points projected onto unique pixels in a 2D image, where their range
is encoded into the pixel values and their row and column indices correspond to
inclination and azimuth angles respectively.
Operating on range images enjoys the benefits of applying mature 2D convo-
lutional architectures and is naturally efficient due to the intrinsically compact
representation [20]. Furthermore, it does not suffer from the issue of sparsity
at long range. However, known challenges for learning such as scale variation
and occlusion need further consideration. This paper addresses these issues by
proposing a novel convolutional layer with a scale aware dilation rate for effi-
cient reuse of filter weights at different scales. This directly leverages the mea-
sure distance in range images to compensate for the corresponding scale change.
Combined with a soft range-based gating, both scale variation, and occlusion
are appropriately handled within this framework. Occlusion is further addressed
through the use of a second stage local box proposal refinement module.
1.1 Contributions
In this work, we present an efficient range image-based two-stage 3D object
detector. In particular, our key contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. a novel range conditioned dilated (RCD) convolutional operator is intro-
duced that is capable of dynamically adjusting the local receptive field using
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the measured distance, to provide a consistent scale relative to the convolu-
tional kernel at any distance;
2. a region convolutional neural network (RCNN) based second stage network
is investigated in the context of range image-based 3D object detection;
3. a new baseline is set for range image-based 3D object detection on a pub-
lic dataset. The introduced RCD based model performs especially well at
long ranges (large distances), where voxel and sparse-point cloud based ap-
proaches suffer from point sparsity issues.
2 Related Work
2.1 3D LiDAR Detection
While many works combine color images with LiDAR data [22,16,35], here we
restrict our review to works that only process 3D LiDAR data.
Voxel based methods. A popular way to do 3D object detection is to
first project the points to birds-eye view (BEV) and constructs a 2D multi-
channel image. The image is then processed by 2D CNN to get either BEV
or 3D boxes. The transformation process is usually hand-crafted, some selected
works MV3D [6], PIXOR [38], Complex YOLO [30]. VoxelNet [43] divides the
point cloud into a 3D voxel grid and uses a PointNet-like network [23] to learn an
embedding of the points inside each voxel. PointPillars [17], a compute efficient
method, that divides the point cloud into 3D pillars and then extracts features
similar as VoxelNet [43].
Point based methods. Another paradigm of methods are point based de-
tection. It processes the raw point cloud with point cloud feature extraction
methods like PointNet++ [24], Sparse Convolution [11], and then regresses 3D
boxes in either downsampled BEV view or 3D point view directly. Some rep-
resentative works PointRCNN [28], PVRCNN [27], STD [39]. PVRCNN sets
the current state of art for vehicle detection on the large scale Waymo Open
Dataset [32] which we primarily benchmark our method on.
Range image based methods. Being the native representation of 3D Li-
DAR sensor data, the range image is compact and does not suffer from spar-
sity related issues which is the main challenge when developing 3D algorithms.
This data representation is expected to become more popular when the LiDAR
hardware improves its resolution. For example, the Waymo Open Dataset [32]
releases its LiDAR data in range image format. This representation is not ex-
plored enough because a) range image based detectors require more data to train
which is observed by LaserNet [20] as well. b) it is hard to generate high quality
range images without knowing raw sensor information such as laser scan pattern,
relative position at each laser shot. Both of these are addressed by the Waymo
Open Dataset [32]. A representative work is LaserNet [20] which benchmarks
on a private dataset. Range image based detection algorithms need to deal with
scale variance (near range objects are larger) and occlusions. This paper presents
a range image based detector that addresses both these problems.
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2.2 Depth Adaptive Convolutions
The seminal work of Jaderberg et al . on transforming the input signal using
spatial transformers [14], has led to several subsequent methods on learning
the behaviour of convolutional layers. For example, for dilated convolutions, the
dilation rate could be learned per filter and layer [13], or related to the size of
the 3D environment using RGBD as input [7]. Wang et al . [34] use depth as a
constant weighting factor of the influence of neighboring pixels in convolutional
layers and max-pooling layers. More generically, however, dynamic functions
could be learned to generate the weights of the convolutional layer conditioned
on the input of the layer [8,31,44].
In contrast to these approaches, our method takes advantage of the available
range observations to rescale the dilation rate of 2D convolutions. This can be
viewed as an extension of the 1D distance based input filtering of Beyer et al .
[2] to 3D pointclouds represented as a range image. Furthermore, our sampler
is continuous and adapts through the course of training mitigating the need to
select a set of fixed dilation rates.
3 Methodology
In this section the proposed detection method is described. An overview of the
method is shown in Figure 2. The entire detection pipeline can be broken down
into two stages. The first stage consists of our proposed RCD convolutional
block with a general CNN backbone and detection heads i.e. the foreground
classification head and a pixelwise box parameter regressor. Boxes from the first
stage are passed into the second stage which performs refinement to produce the
final detections. This is similar in spirit to the two stage detectors used in sparse
3D convolutional networks [28] and the voxel-based ones [29].
3.1 Input Range Image
The input range image format follows what is provided by the Waymo Open
Dataset (WOD) [32] with rows corresponding to LiDAR beam inclinations and
columns corresponding to laser shot azimuth. The range image pixels encoded
channels include: range, intensity, elongation [26,32], inclination, azimuth, x, y,
z. Most of these channels are defined clearly in the WOD [32]. The channels x,
y, z are the Cartesian coordinates of each point in the vehicle frame.
3.2 Range Conditioned Dilated Block
Figure 3 shows and overview of how the range conditioned dilated convolutions
are combined with 1× 1 convolutions [18] to form a key feed-forward block. The
key unique part of this block is that the spatial convolution is replaced with a
sampling which does not adhere to a regular grid/kernel but is both sparse and
local, similarly to the approach used in the Deformable Convolution Networks
[8,44].
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Fig. 2. Network architecture overview. The input range image is of size 64× 2650× 8.
The input is first passed to a range conditioned dilation layer, and a 2D convolution
net. This first stage (in blue) generates 3D box proposal for each point with corre-
sponding classification score and likelihood of representing the same box as neighbors.
High scoring proposals are processed and then passed to an RoI pooler to divide each
proposal to a 12× 8× 6 grid. Then the second stage (in green) applies 3D convolution
and finally a fully connected layer predicts a 3D box and a score.
To account for the scale variation observed when viewing objects at different
distances, we introduce our Range Conditioned Dilation (RCD) operation that
dynamically scales the spatial extent of a convolutional kernel using the measured
range. In general a single convolutional filter could be seen as a weighted sum
over neighbors around location i in the input:
yi =
∑
j∈Ni
w>j xj , (1)
where j ∈ Ni denotes the jth neighbor of i, x· ∈ RC denotes the C dimensional
input features aligned with the neighborhood window Ni, and wj ∈ RC denotes
the weights for neighbor j. For standard 2D convolutions, N forms a regular
grid, commonly 3×3 consisting of the reference point and immediate neighbors.
The distance from the reference location to the neighbors can be increased with
integer increments to form a dilated convolution [5,40] with a static receptive
field at all locations.
In contrast to normal (dilated) convolutions with a regular grid sampling, our
proposed convolution generalizes the notion of a neighborhood N by performing
a sparse point sampling of the input feature map. Specifically, for the context of
processing LiDAR range images, the distance between the reference point and
neighbors is conditioned on the range at location i. Specifically, we employ the
use of bilinear sampling, using a sampling kernel pattern centered at each pixel
location. This is equivalent to having a Spatial Transformer Network [14] at every
pixel that is constrained to only adjust the spatial scale of the sampling pattern,
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Fig. 3. An overview of the range-conditioned dilation block detailing the interaction
between the various modules. The sampler is solely responsible for the spatial process-
ing of the input tensor where the receptive field is driven by the input range image.
Further details are described in text.
based on the range imagery as input for these transformations, independently
at each pixel location, as illustrated in Figure 4.
While the canonical pattern of a regular grid following conventional convolu-
tional kernels is used in this work, it also generalizes to any spatial initialization
scheme, i.e. Gaussian distributed points. After initialization, the relative spatial
arrangement is free to deform as gradients are passed through the bilinear sam-
pling process throughout training, similarly to Spatial Transformer Networks
[14].
Pattern Transformer Given that the input tensor to the RCD block is spa-
tially arranged in angular space, we use the trigonometric relationship between
the physical size of objects and the distance to the object, in order to set the
amount of dilation to apply. Specifically, assuming a learnable nominal physical
width of a (part of an) object λ, the spatial extent on the polar range image in
angular space is:
σ(ri, λ) = arctan(λ/ri), (2)
where ri is the measured range at the pixel or beam indexed at the ith pixel
location. Here, λ is a learnable parameter shared across filters for a given layer.
This trigonometric scaling results in a consistent sampling of an object with
fixed size at different distances from the sensors. Figure 4 illustrates how the
nominal width λ influences the rate of scale change for the kernel sampling.
The pattern transformer component of the RCD takes in the range image and
a shared sampling pattern to produce a dense tensor where each pixel location
contains an independently scaled version of the 2D sampling pattern following
Eq. 2. The absolute 2D pixel coordinates is then added to each sample to shift
each sampling pattern to center at their corresponding image location. Samples
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Fig. 4. (a) Illustration of dilated sampling at different ranges. (b) The rate of the
convolutional filter dilation as a function of both the distance and the nominal object
size λ. (c) A reference for a traditional convolution with a discrete dilation rate (here set
to 2) while (d) illustrates our continuous dilation rates used by our range-conditioned-
dilated convolution going form narrow dilation to wide, which corresponds to a change
in range from far to near, respectively.
extending beyond the top and bottom range image boundaries are clamped to
the first and last row respectively. For samples beyond the left and right range
image boundaries we take advantage of the 360◦ of the range image and perform
a horizontal angular wrapping to the opposite side. This is implemented via
the modulo operation with the image width to recover the wrapped absolute
horizontal image coordinates.
Pointwise Convolutions and Sampler Before performing any spatial sam-
pling, the input tensor is reduced to three channels using a standard pointwise
(1 × 1) convolutional layer. This reduction effectively creates an information
bottleneck to encourage the targeted learning of spatially discriminative fea-
tures. The Sampler then performs bilinear sampling to produce a tensor with
N × 3 output channels where N is the number of samples. This sampled tensor
is concatenated to the output of a pass-through branch (bottom path of Fig-
ure 3) comprised of a separate 1 × 1 convolutional layer aimed at maintaining
pointwise information. Finally, another pointwise convolution is performed on
the concatenated tensor. This last pointwise convolution is essentially an inner
product operation with a vector of weights and the flattened spatial sampling
and pass through features to complete the RCD convolutional operation.
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Soft Range Gating The aim of our RCD layer is to ensure that we capture
the appropriate receptive field size for objects at any distance. However if in
the perceptive view there is a significant change in disparity with neighboring
pixels then the filter response could be adversely affected, creating difficulties for
downstream training. While CNNs implicitly handle occlusions, we seek to make
explicit use of the range to suppress features at significantly different distances
relative to the reference pixel at the center. This is achieved through a Gaussian
weighting using the relative distance or more formally weighting a sampled offset
i with mask mi =
1√
2piγ2
e−
1
2
(
ri−rc
γ
)2
, where rc is the range at the sampling
pattern and γ controls the width of the soft range gate (SRG).
3.3 Backbone 2D Network Architecture
Following on from the initial RCD block applied to the input, this section de-
scribes the main backbone network for feature extraction (referred to as 2D
CNN in Figure 2). Inspired by LaserNet [20], we leverage the fully convolutional
deep layer aggregation network architecture [41] to extract features after RCD.
Unlike LaserNet, we downsample more aggressively to achieve larger receptive
field and faster compute. The backbone is illustrated in Fig. 5. All pooling op-
erators are performed along the horizontal axis only, i.e. using a pooling kernel
like [1, ·]. This exploits better the structure of the range image, which has only
64 rows and 2650 columns. We also adopt the resnet bottleneck design [12] in
the architecture which gives better performance and uses less compute.
Variations in RCD layers. RCD layers are not constrained to be used
on the input only. In principle, any convolutional layer in the network could
be replaced by a RCD layer. However, it is expected that features aggregation
at a beginning of a block will have most impact. Hence several variants of our
network are compared, where RCD layers always replaces a convolutional layer.
We use the following abbreviations for different RCD variants:
– RCDI : the first conv layer, before entering the backbone, is replaced by RCD;
– RCDb: to replace the first conv layer in the b-th ResNet block (b ∈ {1, 2, 3});
– RCDO: when a RCD layer is placed after the backbone network.
The RCD layer always replaces a standard conv layer, and uses the same number
of filters: 64 for RCDI and RCD1, 128 for RCD2, and 256 for RCD3 and RCDO.
Most of the experiments are performed with RCDI .
3.4 RCNN
Soft range gating alleviates the occlusion effect. In order to further mitigate the
occlusion effect, we add an RCNN stage similar to faster RCNN [25], point
RCNN [28], or PartA2 [29]. A second stage RCNN also greatly improves box
prediction accuracy. See Figure 2 for the high-level architecture. In this two
stage setup, the first stage, the RCD layers and the backbone, acts as a regional
proposal network (RPN). Proposal boxes from this first stage form the input to
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Fig. 5. 2D CNN backbone after the initial RCD layer. Number of bottlenecks units
in each block: (Res1: 5), (Res2,Res2a: 7), (Res3,Res3a: 9), (Agg1,Agg2,Agg3: 4). The
bottleneck is the one described in [12] with bottleneck depth set to the bottleneck input
channel size divided by 4. The output channel size from each layer are 64, 128, 256.
the RCNN. For each box, we crop the raw points and also reuse processed feature
embedding, predicted box parameters and semantic classification scores from the
RPN. All the points cropped are transformed to the canonical box frame [28].
Then we divide the cropped boxes into a grid of 12 × 8 × 6. All the features in
each grid cell are pooled. Average pooling is applied on semantic features (points,
classification score and RPN box parameters). Maximum pooling is applied on
the feature embedding. We then apply 3D convolutions on the cropped data and
finally a fully connected layer on the downsampled cropped box (size 6× 4× 3)
to generate final box parameters and a classification score. We adopt the bin loss
proposed in point RCNN [28] for heading prediction. Other box dimensions are
predicted based on residual loss [25].
During training, it is important to sub-sample boxes from the first stage to
have an efficient training pipeline. Initially, the range image is divided into a
top and bottom half, where the proposals corresponding to the highest scor-
ing pixel for each column in the two (half) range images are kept. This coarse
partitioning of the range image help maintain spatial diversity for training the
RCNN network. Finally, the proposals are further reduced to 50 positive and 50
negative proposals from the 2650 (range image width) × 2 pixels. A proposal
is positive if its intersection over union with its corresponding ground truth is
greater than 0.5. Otherwise it is a negative proposal. During inference, we select
top 400 boxes after running non-maximum-suppression on the RPN output.
3.5 Joint Training
Both stages are trained jointly where RCD layers in the RPN network and the
RCNN network as the second stage are optimized using the following losses.
RPN Loss Following a similar loss weighting to LaserNet [20], each point
in the range image a foreground classification score, and two additional scores
representing the probability its top and left neighbors lay on the same object.
As a training objective, we employ focal loss [19] to handle class imbalance and
combine as follows:
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Lrpncls =
1
P
∑
i
(Li + L
top
i + L
left
i ), (3)
where P is the number of valid points on the range image. Li is the focal loss
for foreground class classification, Ltopi ,L
left
i are the focal losses for top and left
similarity classification.
For each point in the range image, we predict a 3D box by using the bin
loss [28] for regression as follows:
Lrpnreg =
1
N
∑
i
1
ni
Libin, (4)
where N is the number of boxes, ni is the number of points in box that contains
point i. Libin is the bin loss for the box proposal at point i. It divides the distance
to the center point (x, y, z) and the heading of the ground truth box into bins
and performs bin classification first, followed by a regression within each bin.
Refer to [28] for details on this bin loss.
RCNN Loss The second stage refinement is optimized using cross entropy
loss for box classification, a residual loss similar to [25] for box centers and
box dimensions, while heading regression uses the bin loss [28]. These losses are
aggregated over proposals as follows:
Lrcnncls =
1
M
∑
j
Lj , (5)
Lrcnnreg =
1
M
∑
j
Ljbox, (6)
where M is the number of proposals (100 in training, 400 in inference) selected
from RPN, Lbox is the RCNN box regression loss which is a sum of smooth
L1 loss towards ground-truth center x, y, z prediction, smooth L1 loss towards
normalized length, width and height prediction and a bin loss for heading pre-
diction.
Total Loss The total loss is sum of the losses above with equal weight from the
individual losses as follows:
L = Lrpncls + L
rpn
reg + L
rcnn
cls + L
rcnn
reg . (7)
4 Experiments
In this section, we introduce the implementation details of our proposed method,
our experiment setup, training and inference details, comparison with other
methods, and some RCD architecture search studies.
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BEV AP (IoU=0.7) BEV APH (IoU=0.7)
All r≤30 r30−50 r≥50 All r≤30 r30−50 r≥50
P.Pillars [17] 75.57 92.1 74.06 55.47 - - - -
DynVox [42] 77.18 93.04 76.07 57.67 - - - -
MVF [42] 80.40 93.59 79.21 63.09 - - - -
PV-RCNN [27] 82.96 97.35 82.99 64.97 82.06 96.71 80.01 63.15
LaserNet* 71.19 83.94 71.42 54.49 67.66 80.69 68.38 51.44
Baseline (Ours) 78.46 91.93 76.88 61.8 78.56 91.49 76.19 60.34
RCD (Ours) 82.09 93.27 80.94 67.23 81.39 92.84 80.21 66.20
Table 1. Comparison using metrics in BEV for methods for vehicle detection on
the WOD validation set. The best and second best results are highlighted in blue
and red respectively. (*) Note that the results for LaserNet are our best attempt at
reimplementing the LaserNet framework described in [20] with our backbone network.
The results of P.Pillars on the WOD validation set was reproduced and reported by
[42]. The baseline row shows the performance of our two stage pipeline with normal
convolutions replacing our RCD layer. Columns with r show breakdown of metrics by
range (in meters).
4.1 Datasets
We primarily benchmark on the challenging Waymo Open Dataset (WOD) [32]
as it released its raw data in range image format while other autonomous driving
datasets such as KITTI [10] or nuScenes [4] do not. While reconstructing a range
image form a pointcloud is possible, it requires known laser angles and accurate
pointwise timing to offset for the relative vehicle pose when in motion. WOD is
also chosen since it is sufficiently large and suitable for training a range image
detector as LaserNet [20] reported that small datasets like KITTI are prone to
overfitting.
WOD provides information collected from a set of sensors on an autonomous
vehicle, including multiple LiDARs and cameras. It captures multiple major
cities in the U.S., under a variety of weather conditions and across different times
of the day. The dataset provides a total number of 1000 sequences. Specifically,
the training split consists of 798 sequences of 20s duration each, sampled at
10Hz, containing 4.81M vehicle and 2.22M pedestrian boxes. The validation
split consists of 202 sequences with the same duration and sampling frequency,
containing 1.25M vehicle and 539K pedestrian boxes. The effective annotation
radius is 75m for all object classes. For our experiments, we evaluate both 3D
and BEV object detection metrics for vehicles on the WOD validation set and
3D detection metrics using the public evaluation server for the test set.
4.2 Baseline Methods
The full RCD model is compared to an equivalent two-stage detector baseline
without SRG and RCD layers replaced with a fixed dilated convolution (set to
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a dilation rate of 3 which is shown to have best RPN performance, see Table 6).
Furthermore, a selection of state of art methods from each mainstream category
in 3D object detection algorithms are compared on WOD.
LaserNet [20]: LaserNet is the state of art modern 2D CNN-based single-
shot 3D object detector operating on LiDAR range-images. It showed improve-
ments on a private dataset which we don’t have access to. While there is no
publicly available implementation for this method, we use a variant of our first-
stage sub-network with normal 2D convolutions and ResNet blocks following
Figure 5, trained using multi-model box regression loss and adaptive NMS as
described in [20].
Point Pillars (P.Pillars) [20]: Another single stage detector which utilizes
PointNets [23] to encode a pointcloud scene representation organized in vertical
columns in the BEV. Metrics on the WOD validation set come from [42].
Multi-View Fusion (MVF) [42]: This method fuses Cartesian view fea-
tures and spherical view features. It shows significant improvements on long
range detection because of the spherical view features. We share the same find-
ings in our method as our method is perspective only.
Point-Voxel (PV-RCNN) [27]: is a very recently proposed method that
combines both PointNets [24] and sparse convolution architectures into its RPN
backbone. PV-RCNN also includes a second stage RCNN refinement network.
4.3 Training and Inference
Unless otherwise stated all experiments use the Adam optimizer [15] for 350k
iterations of batch-size 8 (or 17.5 epochs) with a learning rate starting from 6e-3
with a cosine decay end to end from scratch without any data augmentation.
For submission to the WOD leader-board our RCD model is trained for a total
of 1 million iterations.
4.4 Discussion of Results
Our main experiment is the comparison of the proposed RCD network, using
RCDI , in the two stage architecture with (a) the same network without RCD,
and (b) to the baseline methods on WOD. Among the baseline methods, only
LaserNet [20] uses the range imagery directly, this makes LaserNet our direct
comparison. The results of this are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
We show significant improvements compared with the state-of-the-art range
image detector LaserNet [20], even without RCNN stage as is shown in Table 4.
This is mainly because of the way RCD and SRG handle scale variance and
occlusion in the range image view. We show improvements when compared with
all the best voxel based methods reported on WOD with greatest improvements
in long range. This is due to the issue around voxel sparsity for distant objects
corroborating with the findings of [42]. As our method processes the range image
in the perspective view it has fundamentally different characteristics compared
to voxel or BEV projection based methods. As a result of this, we see it having
complementary performance to the state-of-the-art PV-RCNN method.
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3D AP (IoU=0.7) 3D APH (IoU=0.7)
All r≤30 r30−50 r≥50 All r≤30 r30−50 r≥50
StarNet [21] 53.70 - - - - - - -
P.Pillars [17] 56.62 81.01 51.75 27.94 - - - -
DynVox [42] 59.29 84.9 56.08 31.07 - - - -
MVF [42] 62.93 86.30 60.02 36.02 - - - -
PV-RCNN [27] 70.30 91.92 69.21 42.17 69.69 91.32 68.53 41.31
LaserNet* 52.11 70.94 52.91 29.62 50.05 68.73 51.37 28.55
Baseline (Ours) 63.60 86.34 62.30 36.24 63.06 85.96 61.99 36.62
RCD (Ours) 66.39 86.59 65.64 40.00 66.13 86.29 65.35 39.88
RCD 1M (Ours) 68.95 87.22 66.53 44.53 68.52 86.82 66.07 43.97
Table 2. Comparison of methods for vehicle detection on the Waymo Open Dataset
(WOD) validation set for 3D detection with 7DOF boxes. The best and second best
results are highlighted in blue and red respectively. (*) Our implementation of Laser-
Net [20]. Columns with r show breakdown of metrics by range (in meters). RCD 1M
shows the performance with the training schedule increased to a million iterations.
Level 1 Level 2
AP APH AP APH
Second [37] 50.11 49.63 42.88 42.48
P.Pillars [17] 54.94 54.47 48.61 48.18
StarNet [21] 61.68 61.23 55.17 54.76
RCD 1M (Ours) 71.97 71.59 65.06 64.70
Table 3. Comparison of methods for 3D vehicle detection on the Waymo Open Dataset
(WOD) test set. The values are provided by the test server and divided into two levels
of difficulty where Level 1 has at least five points per ground truth object and Level 2
can have as few as a single point.
WOD Leaderboard: Recently, an unlabelled test set was released to the
public by Waymo for benchmarking 3D object detectors via an online evaluation
service. Table 3 shows the performance of our best model trained for 1 million
iterations compared to other published single LiDAR frame vehicle detectors on
the leaderboard3. The public leaderboard divides the detection results into two
difficulty levels based on the number of points within the annotated boxes. Level
1 has at least five points per ground truth object and Level 2 boxes may only
have a single point. Our range based RCD model significantly outperforms other
methods for both difficulty levels on this public benchmark4.
4.5 RCD Study
Effect of Nominal Width: For assessing the behaviour of the nominal width
in all experiments we set it as a learnable parameter initialized to the value of
3 https://waymo.com/open/challenges/3d-detection/
4 Public results of comparison methods were gathered on May 18th, 2020
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Method AP APH R@50P
Standard 2D Convolution 52.25 50.28 59.22
Range conditioned (Ours) 54.87 52.47 61.03
Range conditioned with SRG (Ours) 55.01 52.89 60.83
Table 4. Performance comparison for first stage network with a single RCD or standard
convolution applied to the input tensor. Average precision (AP), average precision
(APH) and Recall at 50% precision (R@50P) is measured on WOD validation set
after 350k iterations of training. RCD improves over using only standard convolutional
layers, and adding soft range gating (SRG), improves AP and APH even further.
RCDI RCDb=1 RCDb=2,3 RCDb=1,2,3 RCDO No-RCD
AP 54.90 53.29 54.10 52.56 53.21 53.08
APH 52.88 51.08 51.97 50.72 50.85 50.75
R@50P 60.59 59.33 59.89 59.09 59.22 59.22
Table 5. Architecture search for the location of the RCD layer. Average precision (AP),
average precision weighted by heading (APH) and Recall at 50% precision (R@50P) is
measured on WOD validation set after 350k iterations of training. Interestingly either
having an RCD layer at the input (RCDI), or at the intermediate layers RCDb=2,3 is
most beneficial.
1m. Over the course of training, this parameter generally increases and then
settles close to 3m which is comparable to the average dimensions of a vehicle.
See Figure 7 in Appendix.
Effect of SRG: We found that the addition of a range gate improved training
stability leading to faster convergence with a slightly improved performance. Ta-
ble 4 shows the benefits provided to the first stage detector compared to adding
a standard square kernel with different dilation rates. For a fair comparison we
substitute the RCD block with a standard 2D convolutional layer with 7 × 7
kernel and 64 channels matching the RCD output.
Range Dilation Architecture: In this final set of experiments the placing of
the location of the RCD layer(s) in the network is studied. Several variants are
evaluated, at different levels of the network. The results are shown in Table 5.
5 Conclusions
We have proposed a novel end-to-end 3D object detection network, operating
on native range images (e.g. LiDAR), which dynamically adjust dilation rates
as a function of the locally measured range, for scale invariance. The proposed
model further relies on soft range gating to mitigate occlusion and integrates an
end-to-end trained box-refinement network for additional performance gains for
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bounding box prediction in occluded areas. An improved system relying on our
new RCD block representation, and based on the two stage RCNN method [28],
is the top performing range images based detection method, over all ranges, in
the challenging Waymo Open Dataset [32] and achieves competitive results in
other tests. Specifically, our approach is state-of-the-art for detecting objects at
long distances as it benefits from the dense nature of the range image. While
this work has focused on single frame detection from a roof mounted LiDAR
sensor, fusing data from multiple sensors, multiple frames, and multiple views
are all promising directions of future research.
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A Learnable Sampling Pattern Analysis
To further assess the effect of using a learnable, continuous dilated kernel sam-
pling, Figure 6 shows the relative locations of the learnt spatial samples with
their initial positions marked. Compared to the uniform sampling at initializa-
tion, inner sample points tend to increase the local concentration around the
center with the outer points showing negligible or slight spread away from the
central location. This indicates that the RCD model attempts to over-sample in
the central region with sparser sampling in the extremities, similar to the Fovea
in the human eye. This calls for further investigation into non-uniform sampling
patterns as an initialization scheme (e.g. with a Box-Muller transform [3] as pro-
posed in the main paper). Figure 7 plots the evolution of the learnable nominal
width parameter λ from Equation 2. At the end of training this parameter settles
at approximately 3 meters or the size of a small vehicle.
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Fig. 6. Movement of a 8×8 kernel sam-
pling pattern over the course of train-
ing. With blue ‘+’ showing the uniform
grid used to initialize offsets, and red
‘×’ showing the pattern after training.
Fig. 7. Nominal width free parameter
λ over the course of training. λ is used
to transform the observed range to a
nominal width (in meters).
B Fixed Dilation Rates
Table 6, expands the experiments in the main paper with a more exhaustive set
of dilation rates. Here we explore the effect of increasing the dilation rate of the
kernel for a standard convolutional operation [5,40] in the first region proposal
network (RPN). With dilation rates of 3 and 5, a small improvement over the
standard convolution (with default dilation rate of 1) is observed. However, fur-
ther increasing the dilation results in a sharp drop in performance as seen with
the dilation rate of 7. This drop in performance could be due to: insufficient sam-
pling of small distant objects; or an increase in the amount of padding needed
given the height of the range image is limited to 64 pixels. The RCD models,
with their ability to appropriately adjust their rate of dilation for both near and
far, leads to the best overall performance.
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Method Dilation AP APH R@50P
Standard Convolution
Fixed rate=1 52.25 50.28 59.22
Fixed rate=3 53.75 51.76 60.05
Fixed rate=5 53.61 51.3 59.93
Fixed rate=7 51.58 48.06 60.23
Ours Range conditioned 54.87 52.47 61.03
Ours with SRG Range conditioned 55.01 52.89 60.83
Table 6. Performance comparison for first stage network with a single RCD or stan-
dard convolution applied to the input tensor with fixed dilation rates. Average preci-
sion (AP), average precision weighted by heading (APH) and Recall at 50% precision
(R@50P) is measured on WOD validation set after 350k iterations of training. RCD
improves over using only standard convolutional layers, and adding soft range gating
(SRG), improves AP and APH even further.
C Qualitative Results
Figures 8 and 9 provide a qualitative view of our detections on WOD.
Fig. 8. Example visualization of 3D alignment. Top row shows colour images of Left,
Front-Left, Front, Front-Right and Right view respectively. Middle row shows the cor-
responding range image for the scene. Bottom row shows the corresponding 3D point-
cloud with our detections in red against the ground truth boxes in yellow. Note the
RGB images are only for illustration purposes.
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(a) Proposals (b) Detections (c) Ground Truth
Fig. 9. Birds-eye-view visualization of four different scenes from the WOD validation
sequences. Each row shows a different scene and each column from left to right shows:
output of the RPN in blue, output of RCNN in red, and ground truth boxes in yellow
respectively. All predictions are filtered with minimum confidence of 0.5. Best viewed
digitally with zoom.
